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In ~-trur Sovcmber 1, 1989, letter and in subsequent discussions, you
t~~prt’sseti ::onct’rns about whether the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C.
.?.iZ;i ) (II~1~1hamper the ability of the Department of Energy (DOE) to
\.c>rif> I hc proficlt$ncy of both DOE and contractor employees who char;tc~erizr>Jiil\.mtigate ) I-ucca Mountain, Nevada, as a potential site for a
n~~cltw~uxte repository. That act generally provides restrictions on
\vIl;\t Il\f‘ornl;ttion itbout private individuals a federal agency may mainI ;HI: III <i b>.,<;tcrnof records, and prohibits the agency’s disclosure of such
11~1’0rn1;t~lon
III&W ctbrtain statutory conditions for disclosures are met.
‘1’1~~.\ ~1~~1car
Iitlgulatory Commission (NRC), which must approve any of
IV+:‘s fttture applicxtions for authorization to construct a repository at
tile ~~i~;t 1Iountain site, requires a quality assurance program to meet
;:rt~rib~~d qll;ilit>, standards, which include ensuring that studies of the
\itc are performed by qualified employees. This program would entail
\-orificxt ion of the training and qualifications of DOE and contractor
tY~nploytw
--Is itgreed Lvith ~CJIK office, we reviewed (1) DOE'S efforts to identify and
rt~l~e the implications of the Privacy Act for DOE'S quality assurance
pro~am and ( L’1the ivays in which the delay in resolving Privacy Act
issues n\a~- llave tiff’ected preliminary work on the Yucca Mountain
projcc~t.

Results in Brief

Three years a@). LJ( 1~:anticipated that it might need to reconcile the NRC
program requircmt~nt for quality assurance audits of employee qualifications with I’ri\.ac>- Xct requirements that safeguard the confidentiality of fedtlral agt?nc*yrecords on individuals. Almost 2 years passed,
bon-c\x~r, bcforcb I)OI-:decided to establish a new system of training and
qllaiificatlon rtx~rcis. c,overing project employees of both DOE and its
c:ontractors. that ~‘o~~ldmake these records accessible to quality assur;tnt’tl arlclitors :md prc”cr\‘tl the records for repository licensing, while
;ilso c’crm~~l\-in~lvit h the Privacy Act. DOE only recently issued a public
nc~tict:of irs decision to establish this new system of records. The notice,
hwr! in r4\lgust IWO. became effective on October 8, 1990. DOE has
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begun to review and modify its project contracts to require contractors
to implement the new system of records for their employees.
One reason for the delay in resolving the issue was confusion within DOE
concerning whether the Privacy Act applies to employee records of DOE
contractors. The manager of the Yucca Mountain Project Office (YMPO)
believed the act did apply and told contractors they could withhold the
records from quality assurance auditors. However, DOE’S Office of General Counsel subsequently concluded that the act does not apply to these
records unless they are part of DOE’S system of records. Thus far, the
records of five of the seven principal contractors have been audited.
Nevertheless, to ensure that contractor records will be available for a
future licensing proceeding, DOE is making them part of the new system
of records, with access for audit purposes specifically authorized as a
routine use. DOE agreed to wait until the system is in place to audit the
records of the remaining two contractors. Finally, DOE will be able to
audit the training records and qualifications of United States Geological
Survey (USGS) employees who work on the Yucca Mountain project after
USGS also implements a new system of records for its project employees.
The issue of auditors’ access to employee records is but one of several
problems DOE has encountered that have contributed t,o delay in
achieving NRC’S acceptance of DOE’S overall program for ensuring that
work at Yucca Mountain will be acceptable-a prerequisite to beginning
full-scale investigation of the site. The state of Nevada has also refused
to issue environmental permits that DOE needs to begin new site characterization work. For this reason, the records issue and other qualityrelated problems have not directly delayed the start of new site
investigations.

Background

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, directs DOE to characterize the Yucca Mountain site to determine if the site is suitable for a
nuclear waste repository. First, however, litigation between DOE and
Nevada over Nevada’s refusal to act on DOE’S applications for state environmental permits must be resolved. Should the litigation be resolved in
the favor of DOE, the agency expects to begin investigating the site in
January 199 1 .I If DOE eventually determines that the site is suitable and
‘For a more complete discussion of this litigation, see Nuclear Waste: Quarterly Report as of Sep
tember 30,1989 (GAO/RCED-90-103, Mar. 2,199O). The U.S. Court of Appeals recently decided that
case in DOE’s favor, Nevada v. Department of Energy Nos. 86-7308,90-70004 (9th Cir. Sept. 19,
1990), but Nevada has appealed the case to the Supreke Court.
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it is selected for a repository, the agency will seek authorization (a
license) from NRC to construct the repository.
The nuclear waste program authorized by the nuclear waste act is
unique in that, of all of DOE'S nuclear programs, it alone is subject to
NRC'S licensing requirements. To obtain a license, DOE must demonstrate
that the repository can be safely constructed and operated and that it
can isolate nuclear waste for thousands of years. To win NRC'S approval
for constructing a repository, NRC requires DOE to include a sound
quality assurance program in its site investigation. Such a program is
intended to provide a process for demonstrating that the quality of the
site investigation is sufficient for NRC'S future licensing decision on DOE'S
application to construct a repository at the site.
The quality assurance program requires DOE to document that DOE and
contractor employees who perform repository-related work important to
safety and waste isolation are properly qualified and trained for their
positions. These records are required to be available for audit as a part
of a comprehensive system of planned and periodic audits of the quality
assurance programs of each DOE organization and project contractor.
These audits are performed by both DOE and the contractors themselves,
under the observation of NRC and Nevada. NRC and Nevada may also
periodically perform independent audits.

DOE Has Not Given
Priority to Identifying
and Resolving Privacy
Act Issues

Although DOE'S Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) had raised the Privacy Act issue in July 1987, it did not begin
to resolve the problem until March 1989, almost 2 years later. At that
time DOE decided to establish, in accordance with the Privacy Act, a new
system of records that covers employees of both DOE and its contractors
and that permits quality assurance auditors to have access to the
records. After 3 years of effort, DOE just began implementing the new
system of records in October 1990.
In July 1987 executives at an OCRWM quality assurance coordinating
group meeting recognized that the Privacy Act had potential implications for the requirement that DOE and its contractors make specific
employee records available to DOE, NRC, and Nevada staff who audit the
effectiveness of the quality assurance programs of both DOE and its contractors. In March 1989 DOE determined that the systein of records that
it maintains for its own employees did not permit auditors to have
access to training and qualification records for conducting quality assurance audits because these audits were not, under the Privacy Act
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requirements, a “routine use” for which the existing system of records
were established.
Although DOE does not plan to apply for a construction authorization
until 200 1, it must take steps throughout site characterization to ensure
that the training and qualification records of all applicable employees of
DOE and its contractors will be available for use in a future licensing
proceeding. To ensure that the employee records of DOE contractors will
be available, DOE determined that it must have physical custody of these
records as well as the records of its own employees.
To accomplish this, DOE decided in March 1989 to create, in accordance
with the Privacy Act, a new system of records covering the training and
qualifications for both DOE and contractor employees. DOE also determined that its prqject contracts would have to be reviewed and, if necessary, amended to require contractors to provide DOE with access to and
ultimate physical custody of the necessary records as part of DOE'S new
system of records.
In May 1989 OCRWM circulated a draft of the public notice of its intent to
establish the new system of records. Shortly thereafter, it told NRC that
the issue should be resolved in about 6 months. However, it was not
until August 8, 1990-about 15 months later-that
DOE published a
notice in the Federal Register announcing the creation of the new system
of records. It has just begun reviewing project contracts and negotiating
any necessary changes to these contracts. (Appendix I discusses the
major events that occurred from July 1987 until October 1990.)
Part of the delay was due to confusion over the applicability of the Privacy Act to the employee records of DOE contractors. The act does not
extend to the employee records of contractors unless those records are
made part of an agency’s system of records. Nevertheless, on April 21,
1989, the manager of YWQ which manages project activities, incorrectly
notified project contractors that they could, at their discretion, deny
auditors access to employee records until a system of records was in
place. This issue appears to have been settled only after DOE'S Office of
General Counsel commented on a draft letter concerning a contractor’s
decision to deny auditors access to employee records. The draft letter,
prepared within O(‘KLVU,expressed concern about granting auditors
access to training and qualification records of the employees of DOE contractors without an appropriate system of records. The Office of General Counsel comments made it clear to OCRWM that the act does not
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automatically apply to the employee records maintained by its
contractors.
had planned to audit the training and qualification records of
employees from OCRWM headquarters and YMPO in the summer of 1990.
However, because it had not published a notice of, obtained comments
on, established, and implemented the new system of employee records,
this schedule could not be met. On May 14, 1990, the new Director of
OCRWM announced that the scheduled audits would be postponed until
the development and implementation in June 1990 of a plan to improve
management of the nuclear waste program. According to the Director,
the postponement would not affect major program milestones. The audit
was finally conducted in October 1990.

OCRWM

inability to resolve these questions about the applicability of the
Privacy Act to its quality assurance program in a timely manner is but
one example of the difficulties it has had over the last several years in
developing a satisfactory quality assurance program. This was discussed in three of our earlier reports2 In our June and September 1988
reports, for example, we indicated that most of NRC’S concerns about
DOE’S quality assurance program remained unresolved for long periods
of time. We concluded in the latter report that this was due, in part, to
delays and competing priorities within DOE'S nuclear waste program. M ’e
also concluded that the lower priority DOE had assigned to resolving
quality assurance issues appeared inconsistent with its commitment to
having a satisfactory quality assurance program in place by the time it
is ready to investigate the Yucca Mountain site. In September 1989 Eve
reported that NRC continued to hold that none of DOE'S quality assurance
programs met NRC'S requirements at that time. However, in Octobvr
1990 DOE won NRC’sfull approval of quality assurance programs for t\vo
of its contractors. The other four received qualified approval subjtltf to
resolution of the Privacy Act issue as a prerequisite for conducting personnel qualifications audits in addition to resolution of other issues
raised in quality assurance audits,

DOE’S

The Director of the OCRWM office that has the primary responsibility for
DOE's quality assurance program agreed that competing nuclear lvastc
program priorities. such as preparing the investigation plan for t hv site.
“Nuclear Waste: Quarterly Report on DOE’s Nuclear Waste Program as of June 30. 1988 t(;;\()
Rm-8%204BR
Aug. 29, 1988); Suclear Waste: Repository Work Should Not Proceed I .nr11~II,LII~!
Assurance Is Adequate (GAO/RCl?b88-159, Sept. 29, 1988); and the Sept. 1989 quarterI> rtalxlr7
GWRCED-90-103).
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contributed to delay in resolving the Privacy Act issue. Also contributing to the delay, he said, were (1) the need to develop the project’s
overall quality assurance program, (2) efforts to staff OCRWM and project-level quality assurance organizations, and (3) DOE's inexperience in
developing a system of employee records that includes the records of
contractor employees.

Effects of Delay in
Resolving Privacy Act
Issue

Because OCRWM had not yet resolved the Privacy Act issue, quality
assurance auditors were temporarily not allowed to verify that
employees of several project contractors met training and qualification
requirements for their positions. Although such verification was subsequently permitted for these contractors, the employee records of USGS
and two other project contractors have still not been made available for
audit. Because DOE was not able to implement the proposed system of
records as well as review and amend project contracts in time to audit
each project organization of DOE and its contractors, DOE obtained NRC'S
limited acceptance of the quality assurance program for selected site
characterization activities scheduled for January 199 1.

Independent Verification
of Qualifications Denied

During a March 1988 quality assurance audit of the contractor responsible for designing the underground part of an exploratory shaft facility,
auditors were denied access to training and qualification records of the
contractor’s employees because of what the contractor stated were concerns that disclosure of these records might violate the Privacy Act.
Before they were denied access to the records, however, the auditors
reviewed the qualification records of some employees and raised questions about the proficiency of several of these employees. In one case,
for example, the auditors found that an engineer apparently did not
have design experience in the technology selected by the contractor. As
a result, the auditors were not satisfied that the contractor’s employees
had acquired the necessary proficiency. The audit finding was eventually resolved when the contractor brought in new project employees
with the necessary qualifications.
Similarly, the scope of audits of three other DOE contractors and USGS,
conducted between August and November 1989, did not include evaluations of employee qualifications because OCRWM officials continued to
believe-incorrectly-that
the Privacy Act precluded access to these
contractors’ employee qualification records by quality assurance auditors After OCRWM recognized that the employee records maintained by
its contractors are not automatically subject to Privacy Act restrictions,
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two of the three contractors made their records available for quality
assurance audits and no deficiencies were found.
By fall 1990, five of DOE'S seven major project contractors had successfully undergone qualification audits. The remaining two contractors
elected, as permitted by the YMFQ manager, to defer audits until the new
system of records was in place. DOE still has to review and amend all of
these contracts, as necessary, to bring them within the proposed new
system of records. USGS, as a federal agency, is subject to the Privacy
Act, but has not yet completed arrangements to make records of its project employees available for audit. USGShas prepared a notice to create a
system similar to that of DOE.
Finally, the records of DOE employees will not be available for audit until
the new system of records has been implemented. DOE performed
training and qualification audits for employees of DoE headquarters and
the Yucca Mountain Project Office in October 1990. These audits were
conducted with information assembled from DOE'S existing system of
records since the new system was not yet in operation.

DOE Awaits NRC
Approval for Initiation of
New Work at Yucca
Mountain by 1991

NRC and DOE have agreed that DOE should not begin new site characterization work at Yucca Mountain until (1) DOE has adequate written
quality assurance programs in place, (2) DOE has determined, through
audits, that the programs are being effectively implemented, and (3) NRC
has accepted DOE'S determination. In keeping with this policy, NRC'S position is that, before NRC can accept DOE'S quality assurance program for
the purpose of beginning new site characterization work, DOE must
ensure that its quality assurance auditors and observers from ~U‘RCand

Nevada have unrestricted access to the training and qualification
records of DOE and contractor employees. DOE expects that implementation of the new system of records will resolve NRC'S concerns about the
Privacy Act and access to records.
Now that DOE has adopted the new system of records, the agency must
identify and make any necessary changes to its project contracts. Then,
DOE and its contractors must implement the new system of records by
establishing a file containing the relevant records for each affected DOE
and contractor employee. Only after these steps have been completed
will DOE have its system of employee training and qualification records
available for audit by project quality assurance auditors and NRC'S and
Sevada’s observers.
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In September 1990 IN11,:
x:nt \K(‘ a request for acceptance of the quality
assurance programs for six cvntractors, with exceptions noted for one
contractor and i x;s ix>r%risca
of I’rivxy Act concerns. USGS must develop
a separate system ot’records in c.ompliance with the Privacy Act in
order to obtain SKC’S frill acceptance of its program. In October 1990 KRC
granted full approval to four of the contractors’ plans and gave qualified approval to the other two if they complete personnel audits in
accordance with the Prix,ar*y Act. Provision for accessto employee
records will be made upon full adoption of DOE’S new system of records.
By January 1991. IN)Ehopes TOhave in place a quality assurance program accepted by ZRC‘IN
. E’S current plan is to obtain NRC’S acceptance of
its quality assuranctl progrxn as it pertains to two specific site characterization activities so that it ivill be prepared to begin that work by
January 199 1. Ot htlt. ck%iiled site characterization work would be
deferred until [I( )E obtains \HK(“Sacceptance of its overall quality assurance program.

Conclusions

By not giving the Privacy Act issue the management attention needed to
understand the issue and rc+iolve it sooner, quality assurance auditors
were temporarily prci\.ented from verifying that work performed by
some project contractors had been done by qualified employees. Moreover, the auditors ha\.tl not had unrestricted access to the records of
employees of DOF:. I SC;>.and two project contractors because the notice
of the new system of records did not take effect until October 1990.
Although NKCand IXIEofficials consider it unlikely that these employees
would be found unqualified. any further discrepancies in employee qualifications found by auditors, once they begin audits of the remaining
employee records. cx)uld raise questions about the quality of their work.
We discussed the information contained in this report with DOE officials.
For the most part. t htby agreed t,hat the information was factually accurate. In instances in \j.hich they did not agree, they provided us with
additional documt~ntation, n,hich we considered in preparing the report.
We also discussed the information related to NRC with officials of that
agency, and thtty ;rgtxbedthat the information was factually accurate. As
agreed with yorx office. howe\.er, \ve did not obtain official agency comments on a draft of this report. Our ivork was performed between .January and Octobtlr 1990 in accordance with generally accepted
government aucht lng yt ;mdards. (,\ppendis III discusses our objectives.
scope, and met hotlr)iogy. i
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Unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further
distribution of this report until 30 days from the date of this letter. At
that time, we will send copies to the Secretary of Energy, appropriate
Congressional committees and Members of Congress, and other interested parties. Copies will be made available to others upon request.
If you have any questions regarding this report, please call me at (202)
275-1441. Major contributors to this report are listed in appendix IV.
Sincerely yours,

Victor S. Rezendes
Director, Energy Issues
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t\ppendix I

DOE’s Efforts to Address the Privacy Act’s
Implications for the Agency’s Quality
Assurance Program
OCRWM anticipated in July 1987 that the Privacy Act might have impli-

cations for its quality assurance program. It did not, however, begin to
address this issue until March 1989, or about 20 months later. At that
time, OCRWM decided to develop a new system of training and qualification records covering both DOE and contractor employees. DOE established this new system in October 1990 and has begun its
implementation. A senior OCRWM official attributes the delay in resolving
the issue to competing waste program priorities, including development
of the overall quality assurance program, as well as to inexperience
within OCRWM in the procedures for developing and implementing a new
system of records.
At a July 22, 1987, executive meeting of OCRWM’S quality assurance
coordinating group! OCRWM officials discussed their concerns about how
the Privacy 4ct. which rt?cricts the disclosure of certain information
about individuals maintained by federal agencies, might affect the
quality assurance program, which requires audits of the qualifications
of employees investigating Yucca Mountain, Nevada, as a potential
nuclear waste repository site. Ko action was taken, however, until early
in 1988. The acting director of quality assurance then notified OCR\VXI'S
resources management office that it had been assigned responsibility for
developing the process necessary to make employee records available to
UOEand interested third parties (such as NRC and the state of Nevada ).
The acting director also stated that

Privacy Act Issue
Raised but Not
Addressed for 20
Months

l

l

resolution of these issues was fundamental to meeting the basic requirements of OCRWM'S quality assurance program and
OCRWM'S (then) objective of having a fully qualified quality assurance
program in place by January 1, 1989, could not be achieved unless these
issues were resolved by June 30. 1988.
On May 18, 1988, OCRWM'S resources office requested a legal opinion concerning the types of employee records that, in a manner consistent with
the Privacy Act, could be generated and audited by DOE and its contractors and also be made available to NRC and the state of Nevada. At a
subsequent meeting, a representative of DOE's general counsel said he
could advise OCRWM on Privacy Act matters once OCRWM had identified
the employee records that should be generated and subjected to audit.
There was no additional movement on the issue until after it was raised
again following a December 1988 report on a quality assurance audit of
YMPO. The audit report stated that YMPO was not complying with a
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quality assurance procedure requiring it to compile and maintain individual training and qualification files on all applicable employees.
YMPO'S evaluation of the audit finding led it to conclude that the system
of records, which it had created in accordance with the quality assurance procedure, and which covered both DOE and its contractor
employee assigned to YMPO, violated the Privacy Act because this system
had not been created in accordance with the procedural requirements of
the act. Therefore, YMPO suspended its implementation of the procedure
until legal requirements could be met. In responding to the audit report,
YMPO stated that the applicability of the Privacy Act had been unanticipated when the quality assurance procedure was developed.
On January 23, 1989, OCRWM sought legal advice on
l

l

the required procedures for establishing qualification records for DOE
and contractor employees that would be accessible during audits by DOE,
its contractors, NRC, and Nevada, and
the way in which any Privacy Act restrictions might be overcome.
OCRWM also stated that it proposed to create a separate file on each DOE

and contractor employees performing work that affected quality. The
file would include a description of duties and work experience, verification of college degrees, a supervisor’s certification that the employee is
qualified for the position, and relevant training records. The files would
be used to document employees’ qualifications and would also be subject
to audit. OCRWM recommended that employees’ official personnel folders
not be used because some information in these folders had no relevance
to quality assurance requirements.
On February 27, 1989, DOE'S Office of General Counsel advised OCRWM
that, to maintain information on employees for satisfying quality assurance requirements, OCRWM should first review DOE's existing systems of
records to determine if the necessary information was part of one of
those systems. If not, then OCRWM must begin the administrative process
to maintain the information in accordance with the Privacy Act. Specifically, according to the Office of General Counsel, OCRWM must publish a
notice of the proposed system of records in the Federal Register identifying the individuals covered, types of information to be maintained,
those who would have access to the information, the authority to maintain the information, and routine uses permitted to DOE contractors, NRC,
and the state of Nevada.
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Shortly thereafter, at a March 2, 1989, meeting to discuss the issue further, the general counsel representative stated that establishing a new
system of records was a procedural matter of notifying the Congress
and publishing the system notice. The official also mentioned that contracts covering work on the Yucca Mountain project would have to be
amended to require contractors to maintain the necessary employee
records. DOE decided to include contractors in the system of records
because of the possibility that NRC might want to review the records
before making a decision in the licensing application for the repository
which may not occur until the late 1990s. DOE determined that it must
have ultimate physical custody of the records in order to ensure that
they would be available for NRC'S review. By incorporating the contractor employee records into the proposed system, DOE made them subject to the Privacy Act. Estimates of the time needed to implement the
proposed system of records varied from 3 to 6 months. Finally, the participants agreed that Imz-a
project participant-should
be notified
that it would have to prepare its own system notice for the employee
records it is maintaining for quality assurance purposes.

OCRWM Decides to
Implement a New
System of Records

Prompted by the findings of the December 1988 audit report, representatives from OCRWM, ~MPO, DOE headquarters and Nevada’s Privacy Act
offices, and project contractors met on March 7, 1989, to address the
Privacy Act issue. (X'RWM'S representatives stated that their office would
take the lead in creating, in accordance with the Privacy Act, a new
system of records covering employees of DOE and its contractors for use
in quality assurance audits. An additional concern was what to do until
the new system of records was in place. The participants discussed
which of DOE'S existing systems of records to use if YMPO attempted to
maintain records on HE and contractor employees before the new
system of records was established. They noted that DOE'S existing
records systems did not apply to DOE contractors. They also noted that
all contracts should be modified to indicate that the contractors were
maintaining quality assurance records on their employees for DOE.
Finally, they agreed that no audits of employee training and qualification records would be performed until the system notice was in effect.
In April 1989 WKWJI developed and circulated the first draft of the
notice for internal review. At a May 1989 meeting between WE and SRC
on quality assurance, KRWM told NRC that about 6 months would be
needed to resolve the Privacy Act issue. NRC responded that the issue
must be settled prior to its acceptance of DOE'S quality assurance program for site characterization. In September 1990, DOE submitted to NRC
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a request for acceptance of quality assurance programs for six contractors: Fenix and Scisson, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Sandia National Laboratory, Holmes and Narver, Reynolds Electrical
and Engineering Company, and USGS. NRC granted full approval to four
of the contractor programs and gave qualified approval to the other two
(USGS and Reynolds) pending completion of personnel qualifications
audits.
OCRWM circulated revised drafts of the notice about the system of
records within DOE between June 1989 and March 1990. As of June 1,
1990, according to OCRWM officials, it had obtained concurrence on the
notice from DOE'S other program offices and was awaiting concurrence
from DOE'S Office of Administration prior to forwarding it to the Secre-

tary of Energy for final review. On July 20, 1990, the Secretary completed his review and the notice was published in the Federal Register
on August 8, 1990. Since DOE did not receive any adverse comments on
the notice, it became effective on October 8, 1990.
As discussed above, DOE will also have to review and, as necessary,
amend its contracts involving work on the Yucca Mountain project to
require contractors to maintain files-as part of DOE'S new system of
records-on employee training and qualifications and to provide quality
assurance auditors access to these employee records. Although the need
for such contract amendments was recognized in March 1989, (XXWXIdid
not begin to review the contracts until August 1990.
Table I.1 contains a chronology of the events that occurred in ~0~:‘s.handling of the Privacy Act issue.
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Table 1.1: Chronology of DOE’s Effort to
Address Privacy Act Requirements
in the
Agency’s Quality Assurance Program

Date
July 1987a
Feb. -Mar. 1988
May 1988
Aug 1988
Nov. 1988
Jan. 1989
Feb. 1989

Feb. 1989
Mar. 1989

Mar. 1989

Apr. 1989

Apr. 1989-May 1989
June 1989
Aug. -Nov. 1989
Sept. 1989
Oct. 1989
Oct. 1989
Nov. 1989
Nov. 1989

Jan. 1990
Mar. 1990

Event
OCRWM management discusses implications of Privacy Act for qualrty
assurance.
Auditors are denied access to a contractor’s employee records on the
grounds that access would violate Privacy Act.
OCRWM requests legal advice on applicability of Pnvacy Act to
contractor employees
DOE’s Privacy Act Office advises OCRWM on how to develop publrc
notrce of new system of records.
Audit finds that YMPO is not marntaining system of records needed for
quality assurance audits.
OCRWM requests legal advrce on applicability of Privacy Act to system
of records covenng DOE and contractor employees.
Office of General Counsel advises OCRWM that a quality assurance
system of records covering both DOE and contractor employees must
comply with Pnvacy Act.
Quality assurance auditor denied access to employee records of Holmes
and Narver, a DOE contractor.
DOE and contractor officials discuss applicabrlity of Pnvacy Act to
quality assurance OCRWM decrdes to prepare public notice of a new
system of records for quality assurance. It is recognized that DOE WIII
have to review and amend contracts to Implement new system of
records
A DOE contractor notifies YMPO that Privacy Act applies to Yucca
Mountain project and, therefore, contractor suspends audits of
employee records.
YMPO notifies contractors that for pending audits it will abode by
contractors’ decisions on whether to permit access to therr employee
records but will review their systems for generatrng these records
Ftrst draft of system notice IS prepared by OCRWM.
NRC expresses concern about lack of resolution of Pnvacy Act issue
Second draft of system notice IS circulated within DOE
Audits of four contractors do not include review of employee trarnrng and
qualrficatlon records because of Pnvacy Act concerns.
NRC reiterates concern about failure to resolve Pnvacy Act issue
Third draft of system notice is circulated within DOE
Representative Bilbray requests DOE’s investigatton of decision to deny
quality assurance auditor access to records on Privacy Act grounds
Fourth draft of system notice circulated within DOE.
Drafts of OCRWM’s replies to Representative Brlbray state that dental of
access to employee records was based on concerns about vtolatrng
Privacy Act
Letter to Representative Bilbray states that Privacy Act did not apply to
contractor’s records and that access has now been provrded.
OCRWM sends Its final version of notice to DOE’s Privacy Act Office for
revrew
(continued)
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Appendix I
DOE’s Efforts to Address the Privacy Act’s
Implications
for the Agency’s Quality
Assurance Program

Event
OCRWM plans to use existing system of records covering only DOE
employees for audits scheduled for summer 1990 but then postpones
audits pendinq new manaqement plan.
DOE publishes notice of intent to establish new system of records and
begins related review of contracts.
OCRWM Director orders DOE supervisors to verify qualrficatlons of their
employees in preparation for upcoming audit.
DOE submits request for acceptance of quality assurance programs to
NRC
Notice for establishment of system of records becomes effective and
DOE beglns Its implementatron DOE conducts quality assurance audits
of OCRWM and Its YMPO personnel NRC approves contractors’ quality
assurance plans.

Date
May 1990

Aug 1990
Aug. 1990
Sept. 1990
Ott

1990

%ource document
was produced

including
In May 1988

reference

to July 1987 meeting

IS undated,

but OCRWM

offlclals

belleve

It

We discussed OCRWM'S handling of the Privacy Act issue with its Director
for Administration and Resources Management, who has chief responsibility for resolving the issue. He agreed that the issue has remained
unresolved for too long, and stated that the three factors listed below
contributed to the delay.

JIL3uI iren by
WRWM Official for
Delay on Privacy Act
Issue

There are competing priorities within the nuclear waste program. For
example, from mid-1987 through 1988 OCRWM and its contractors were
trying to complete the draft and final versions of the site characterization plan for Yucca l\llountain.
. DOE has emphasized the development of the overall quality assurance
program. For example, OCRWM, YMPO, and project contractors were developing basic quality assurance program policies and procedures and were
also organizing and staffing quality assurance units within their project
organizations.
OCRWM is inexperienced in developing systems of employee records
extending to contractor employees.

l

l
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Effects of Delay in Resolving Privacy Act Issue

During the 3-year period in which DOE was attempting to resolve the
Privacy Act issue, the repository project was beset with a number of
problems. For example, Nevada would not issue environmental permits
that DOE needed to begin new site characterization work at Yucca Mountain and DOE experienced many other problems in developing a quality
assurance program. Although the Privacy Act issue did not, in itself,
delay the start of new work at the site, DOE'S inability to resolve the
issue expeditiously contributed to delay in the agency’s readiness for
site characterization.
Furthermore, because the issue was not resolved, quality assurance
auditors have so far been prevented from determining, on the basis of
documentary evidence, if employees of USGSand two project contractors
are qualified for their positions. For other project contractors, auditors
were initially prevented from auditing employee qualifications, but were
subsequently permitted to do so. In one case in which auditors reviewed
some employee records, they questioned the proficiency of some of the
contractor’s employees and, as a result, the contractor brought in qualified new employees.

Quality Assurance
Auditors Denied
Access to Records in
Early 1988

The first significant effect of the Privacy Act issue occurred more than 6
months after the July 1987 executive meeting of OCRWM'S quality assurance coordinating group. In February and March 1988, a team of quality
assurance auditors from YMPO was denied access to the employee records
of Fenix and Scisson-a DOE contractor at the Nevada Test Site-which
was responsible for designing the underground portion of the exploratory shaft facility at Yucca Mountain. This facility will be the major
facility that DOE will construct and use at the site for characterization
purposes. NRC staff observed the audit team, and on April 12, 1988, they
filed an observation audit report. NRC'S observers noted, among other
things, that YMPO'S audit team had attempted to examine the education,
training, and experience of the contractor’s staff in the design of shafts
and underground testing areas mined with conventional “drill and
blast” technology. IIowever, the resumes for the contractor’s design
engineers and managers were not made available to the auditors on the
mistaken basis that providing the resumes would violate the Privacy
Act.
According to NRC'S observation report, the audit team saw a few
resumes for the contractor’s design engineers before being denied further access to employee records. In one case, the audit team found that
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an engineer apparently did not have experience in designing underground excavations or “drill and blast” shafts and tunnels. Also, position descriptions were written in a general way and important work
experience was not specified. Finally, some position descriptions were
missing.
Because of these and other audit findings, NRC'S observers reported that
the audit team correctly attempted to establish if the contractor’s design
engineers and managers were proficient in designing shafts using the
“drill and blast” technology. From the limited information the contractor provided, however, the audit team was unable to conclude that
sufficient proficiency had been acquired by the contractor’s employees.
NRC'S observers agreed with this conclusion. According to the deputy
director of NRC'S Division of High-Level Waste Management, this matter
was satisfactorily resolved after the contractor recruited and assigned
staff to the project with sufficient experience in the drill and blast
technology.

Auditor Denied Access
to Employee Records
in February 1989

In February 1989, Mr. Donald Brown, a quality assurance engineer then
employed by Holmes and Narver on the Yucca Mountain project, audited
selected project activities and records of that contractor. Among other
things, Mr. Brown noted in his audit report that his review of educational qualifications of 30 employees showed discrepancies between the
professional experience of 5 employees and their position descriptions.
Holmes and Narver officials subsequently denied Mr. Brown further
access to employee records on the grounds that a quality assurance
audit was not a “routine” use of the records permitted by the Privacy
Act.
Subsequently, in an April 21, 1989, letter, the manager of YMPO advised
DOE'S project contractors that YMPO recognized the legal restrictions
imposed on the gathering and maintenance of employee qualification
and training records in the absence of an approved records system that
complies with the Privacy Act. Therefore, the manager said, for the
upcoming audits of the contractors’ quality assurance programs (then
scheduled for the summer and fall of 1989), contractors would be asked
if employee training and qualification records were available for audit.
Audit teams would then abide by the contractors’ decisions on the availability of these records. The manager also stated that OCRWM would
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expedite publication in the Federal Register of a notice of DOE’S
intent to create a new system of records for quality assurance
purposes.
In a letter of October 26, 1989, to the Secretary of Energy, Representative James Bilbray of Nevada questioned how a quality assurance
auditor, such as Mr. Brown, could perform his duties without access to
records on employee training and qualifications. On January 5, 1990,
the Acting Director, OCRWM, responded that, according to DOE’S policy,
quality assurance auditors-whether
employees of DOE or its contractors-should have access to such records. He added that Mr. Brown had
not been provided access to the records in question because of DOE’S concern for the privacy of employees and because of a misunderstanding
between DOE and Holmes and Narver on the ownership of the records,
which determines the applicability of the act to the records. Although
access to these records had been denied because of Privacy Act concerns, that law could only be involved to protect agency records that
were part of a system of records created in accordance with the Privacy
Act. Upon review, the Acting Director said, it was clarified that the
records in question were not agency records and therefore were not subject to the Privacy Act. Finally, according to the Acting Director, the
contractor had subsequently provided Mr. Brown access to the necessary records to verify corrective actions.’
The Privacy Act pertains only to federal agency records contained in an
official records system, or to the contractor’s personnel records contractually included in such a record of system, these particular records were
not subject to the Privacy Act disclosure restrictions because they were
not part of a system of records. In other words, Holmes and Narver
incorrectly cited the Privacy Act as justification for denying Mr. Brown
access to the records. Had OCRWM obtained a timely and correct understanding of the Privacy Act and proceeded more expeditiously in creating a new system of records for quality assurance audits, Mr. Brown
would have been granted access, subject to the Privacy Act’s appropriate safeguards, to the records in question.
Earlier drafts of OCRWM’S response, however, show that OCRWM still did
not, after more than 2 years of addressing the applicability of the Pt-ivacy Act to training and qualification records, understand the act and
‘According to DOE officials, Mr. Brown verified the corrective actions taken by Holmes and Narver
on the deficiency report Mr. Brown had prepared by indicating that he found satisfactory obyyuve
evidence that the employees in question were qualified for their positions.
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its relationship to contractors’ records on their employees and to quality
assurance audits of them. Between November 1989 and January 1990,
DOEprepared six draft responses to Representative Bilbray’s letter. In
each of these drafts, DOEexpressed concern that the Privacy Act would
be violated if the agency granted the quality assurance auditor access to
contractor Holmes and Narver’s personnel records in question. The draft
responses of MOEdid not distinguish between the agency’s records for its
employees, which are automatically subject to the act, and the contractor’s employee records, which, in the absence of a relevant contractual provision, were not covered by the act. Only the final review of the
draft letter by an attorney in DOE'SOffice of the General Counsel prevented OCRWMfrom transmitting incorrect information to Representative
Bilbray about the applicability of the Privacy Act to the records of contractor employees. At the attorney’s request, the draft letter was modified to state that Holmes and Narver’s employee records were not
subject to the Privacy Act because they were the property of the contractor and therefore were not part of DOE'Ssystem of records.

Quality Assurance
Auditors Not Able to
Review Employee
Qualifications in Other
Audits

officials observed, of USGS and three other contractors on the Yucca
Mountain Project, The three contractors were Sandia National Laboratories, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and Reynolds Electric and Engineering Corporation, For each of the four audits, the quality assurance
auditors were unable to evaluate the qualifications of the project
employees of USGSand the contractor on the stated basis of constraints
imposed by the Privacy Act. In subsequent audits held in the summer of
1990, auditors were finally able to review credentials of employees of
Sandia and Los Alamos; however, access to records of the other contractors was still withheld pending resolution of the Privacy Act issue.
Because the auditors were not allowed to review the employee records
of these contractors, documentary evidence was not presented to them
showing that these employees were qualified for their positions. As discussed above, however, in January 1990 OCRWMrealized that the
requirements of the Privacy Act do not extend to DOEcontractors unless
their employee records are a part of DOE'Ssystem of records. Subsequently, two of the three contractors provided quality assurance auditors access to employee records, and the auditors did not find
deficiencies in employee training and qualifications. USGS, like WE, not
yet having established a system of records covering the training and
qualification records of its project employees, has also not made its
records available to DOE'Squality assurance auditors and observers from
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NRCand Nevada. (USGSis now in the process of creating a system of

records similar to that of DOE.) Finally, Reynolds Electric and Engineering Corporation and one other major project contractor-Science
Applications International Corporation-have
still not granted quality
assurance auditors access to their employee training and qualification
records pending final implementation of the system of records.

Privacy Act Issue Has
Contributed to Delay
of Acceptance of
Quality Assurance
Plans

In late November 1989, DOEannounced, among other plans, a new
schedule for investigating the Yucca Mountain site. If successful in
obtaining certain environmental work permits from the State of Nevada,
DOEplanned to initiate new investigations in January 1991. In addition,
DOEsaid it expected to obtain NRC'Sacceptance of its quality assurance
program-a prerequisite for beginning the investigation-in
August
1990; however, DOEdid not even file its request for acceptance until September 1990. At the time of DOE's announcement, it expected to have the
proposed system of records in place in the spring of 1990; as previously
discussed, however, DOE'Ssystem of records did not become effective
until October 8. 1990.
As a part of obtaining NRC'Sacceptance of its quality assurance program, DOEhad planned to audit the quality assurance programs of
OCRWMheadquarters and YMPOin June and July 1990. Because an
approved system of records was not in place, OCRWMhad planned to substitute one of DOE'Ssystems of records, one existing that supervisors
maintain on their employees for the audits, even though it did not contain complete information needed for the quality assurance audits. In
January 1990, while planning this audit, OCRWM'Ssenior quality assurance manager told us that it might be necessary for auditors to do a
second audit because of information gaps in this substitute system.
Because the new Director of OCRWMissued a request in August 1990 for
collection of needed information, this second audit may not be
necessary.
On May 14, 1990, however, the new Director, OCRWM,announced that he
had postponed the June and July audits pending development and
implementation of a plan to improve management of the nuclear waste
program. According to the Director, the postponement will not affect
major program milestones. This audit of DOEheadquarters and YMPOpersonnel was finally conducted in October 1990.
In October 1990 DOEobtained full NRCapproval of quality assurance programs for two contractors (Lawrence Livermore and Sandia Kational
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Laboratories) and qualified NRCapproval for four contractors (Fenix
and Scisson, Holmes and Narver, USGS,and REECO) subject to resolutions of open audit items, which, for the latter two contractors, include
performance of quality assurance audits of personnel training and
qualifications.
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Objectives, Scope,and Methodology

Our objectives were to review
l

l

the efforts of DOEto identify and resolve the implications of the Privacy
Act for its quality assurance program and
the effects of delay in resolving these issues on preliminary work on the
Yucca Mountain project.
To obtain an understanding of how the Privacy Act affects quality
assurance and auditors’ access to records of both DOEand contractor
employees, we reviewed the Privacy Act, NRC'Squality assurance regulations, one of DOE'Scontracts that includes work on the nuclear waste
program, and legal and programmatic documents on the implications of
the Privacy Act for DOE'Squality assurance program. We also interviewed officials with OCRWM,with DOE'SOffice of the General Counsel
and DOE'SPrivacy Act Branch, and with NRC.
To evaluate DOE'Sefforts to ensure, by means consistent with the Privacy Act, that quality assurance auditors have access to necessary
employee records, and to identify the effects of delay in resolving this
issue on the nuclear waste program, we also reviewed correspondence
and other documents that we obtained from OCRWM'SOffice of Quality
Assurance and Resource Management and from KRC.We also discussed
these aspects of our review with officials in these offices, as well as
with officials in WE’S Office of General Counsel and DOE'sPrivacy Act
Office, and NRC. In addition we obtained documents on the Privacy Act
issue from officials with YMPOand with DOE'SNevada Operations Office
located in Las Vegas. Nevada. Finally, we reviewed the minutes of the
bimonthly meetings between DOEand KRCon quality assurance and NRC'S
reports on its observations of DOE'Saudits of DOEcontractors.
Our review was conducted between January and August 1990 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
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Development Division,
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Dwayne E. Weigel, Assistant Director
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Sharon E. Dyer, Evaluator-in-Charge
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